2016 ford explorer xlt interior

Having a hard time finding the perfect family-friendly SUV? The Ford Explorer might have what
you're looking for. After significant updates this year it's once again at the top of the class
thanks to high-tech features, a comfortable ride and plenty of passenger space. Read on for
more details. If you have a large family, chances are you probably want a large and spacious
vehicle to haul around your brood. Maybe you think a useful amount of towing capacity would
be nice, too. But you also want the vehicle to have decent road manners and fuel economy. The
Ford Explorer meets those requirements and is newly updated this year, taking what was
already an upscale offering and making it even better. The Ford Explorer doesn't look vastly
different from the outgoing model the new LED headlights and grille are the most notable
aspects , but there are quite a few hidden changes. Inside, you'll find added USB charging ports
to keep your family's techno gear running, as well as new tactile buttons for the optional
MyFord Touch system that are easier to use than the previous touch-sensitive ones. The easiest
way to identify the updated Ford Explorer is to look for the squared-off headlights and restyled
grille. Some features have been improved as well, including the enhanced automated parking
system that not only can park in a parallel space but can pull into and out of a perpendicular
parking space as well. Then there's the enlarged optional turbocharged four-cylinder engine
that makes more power and returns better fuel economy, according to Ford's estimates.
Importantly, the new engine can now be paired with all-wheel drive and, when properly
equipped, tow up to 3, pounds. This year's Explorer also has a new top-end Platinum trim level.
It comes with just about every tech and safety feature from the Explorer's arsenal as standard,
plus upgraded interior upholstery and trim that just adds to the Explorer's already high-quality
cabin. Revised suspension tuning for greater comfort should also further the Explorer's
credentials as an upscale and refined three-row crossover. Despite its many updates, though,
there are some drawbacks that went unaddressed. Even in a segment of relative automotive
behemoths, the Explorer feels pretty big behind the steering wheel and can be harder to park
and see out of. This is particularly noteworthy when you consider that many crossover rivals
also have superior cargo space and more third-row legroom along with the option for
eight-passenger seating. In other words, it feels bigger despite actually being smaller. As such,
it would be wise to consider its many competitors. A well-rounded option for efficiency and
comfort is the Toyota Highlander. The redesigned Honda Pilot is definitely worth consideration
as well, as it offers improved driving dynamics and a more spacious, versatile interior. Even
alongside these strong competitors, though, the Ford Explorer is a more compelling offering
than it recently has been. We recommend that you do some shopping around before making a
decision, but the Explorer is a vehicle to keep on your short list. The XLT adds upgraded
brakes, body-color door handles, foglights, heated exterior mirrors, rear parking sensors, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, a keyless entry code pad and push-button ignition, an
eight-way power driver seat, a six-way power front passenger seat and satellite radio. For the
XLT, the Equipment Group A package adds dual-zone automatic climate control, remote start,
an eight-way power passenger seat, a nine-speaker sound system and the Driver Connect
package that includes an auto-dimming rearview mirror, an 8-inch touchscreen display MyFord
Touch , configurable gauge cluster displays, an SD card reader and upgraded Sync
functionality. The A package includes all of the A equipment plus leather upholstery, heated
front seats and front parking sensors. The Limited gets the XLT A's equipment, plus inch
wheels, chrome exterior trim, power-folding exterior mirrors, a front-view camera, a hands-free
power liftgate, driver memory settings, power-adjustable pedals, ventilated front seats, heated
second-row seats, a power-folding third-row seat, an eight-way power passenger seat, a heated
and power-adjustable tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, a volt power outlet, a navigation
system and a speaker Sony sound system with HD radio. The Ford Explorer comes well
equipped with features. An 8-inch touchscreen is standard on most models. Optional for the
Limited is the A package a. Stand-alone options include adaptive cruise control with forward
collision warning and brake priming and a Trailer Tow package. The Explorer Sport is equipped
similarly to the Limited, but some of the Limited's standard features are optional here. You get
different inch wheels, a sport-tuned suspension and unique interior and exterior trim details.
The Sport's A package adds the power-folding mirrors, front-view camera, hands-free power
liftgate, volt outlet, driver memory settings, power-adjustable pedals, a navigation system,
ventilated front seats, a power-adjustable and heated steering wheel and the blind-spot
monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert safety features. The adaptive cruise control is again
optional. Other options for the XLT, Limited and Sport include a dual-panel sunroof, second-row
captain's chairs with available power-assist fold and a rear-seat entertainment system with dual
headrest-mounted displays. At the top of the Explorer food chain is the new Platinum. It
includes the Limited's A package items plus the dual-panel sunroof, LED foglights, adaptive
cruise control, upgraded leather upholstery, aluminum and wood interior trim and a premium

Sony audio system. The only options for the Platinum are the rear entertainment system and the
second-row captain's chairs with power-assist fold. With this engine, you have your choice of
standard front-wheel drive or optional all-wheel drive. The latter gets hill-descent control,
hill-start assist and Ford's Terrain Management System, which is a selectable four-mode system
that optimizes traction electronically for different conditions. A six-speed automatic and
front-wheel drive are standard; all-wheel drive is optional. Properly equipped, the four-cylinder
Explorer can tow 3, pounds. The Explorer's standard V6 provides sufficient motivation, but
we're particularly fond of the strong optional turbocharged V6. The Explorer Sport and Platinum
trims come with a turbocharged 3. A six-speed automatic and all-wheel drive are standard.
Properly equipped, an Explorer with either of the V6 engines can tow 5, pounds. In Edmunds
testing, the Sport went from zero to 60 mph in 6. Standard safety equipment for the Ford
Explorer includes stability and traction control, trailer sway control, front-seat side airbags, side
curtain airbags, a front passenger knee airbag and MyKey , which allows parents to specify
limits for vehicle speed and stereo volume. The Explorer's stability control system also includes
Ford's Curve Control, which can monitor speed carried into a corner and decelerate if
necessary. A rearview camera is standard on the Explorer, while a degree front camera is
optional. Rear parking sensors are also standard on all but the base Explorer. Optional on the
Limited and Sport but standard on the Platinum is a forward-collision warning system with
brake priming bundled with the adaptive cruise control , lane-departure warning and
lane-keeping assist Limited only , a blind-spot warning system with rear-cross traffic alert and
inflatable seatbelts for second-row outboard passengers. In Edmunds testing, an AWD Explorer
Limited with all-season tires came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, a few feet shorter than average.
An Explorer Sport with summer performance tires stopped in just feet, a remarkable stopping
distance for a vehicle of this size and weight. In government crash tests, last year's Explorer
earned a five-star rating out of a possible five for overall crash protection, with five stars for
total front-impact protection and five stars for total side-impact protection. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety gave its top score of "Good" for the Explorer's performance in
moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. It received the
second-lowest rating of "Marginal" in the small-overlap frontal-offset test. Its seatbelts and head
restraints earned a "Good" rating for whiplash protection in rear impacts. The Ford Explorer has
a smooth ride quality on the highway, with good composure that gets only a little busier with
the available inch wheels over broken pavement. It's also particularly quiet, which is an added
benefit for any highway journey. It handles securely in typical driving situations, but overall it
feels larger and less maneuverable than similarly sized rivals. The same is true of the Explorer
Sport, but thanks to its sport-tuned suspension and steering, it reacts more quickly to inputs
and generally imparts greater driver confidence. And while the Sport gives up a bit of that cushy
ride quality, it's still well within the realm of acceptability for this class of vehicle. The Sport and
Platinum trims also come standard with the turbocharged V6, and its V8-like power numbers
result in quick acceleration that's unbeatable in the large crossover segment. The regular V6
isn't as peppy but should still readily meet the expectations for most three-row crossover
shoppers. As for the new turbocharged 2. We've yet to subject it to instrumented testing,
though, so check back later for specific details. While the Explorer has the commanding ride
height expected of an SUV, its thick roof pillars, high hood and tall dash limit outward visibility.
Even with all of the available parking aids, it's a handful in tight spaces and in general feels
much bigger than it really is not a good thing for such a large vehicle. From a fit and finish
perspective, though, the Explorer's interior is pretty well-trimmed. Materials are attractive and
luxurious, with a soft-touch dashboard and precise-feeling controls. The front seats welcome a
wide variety of body types, and the cabin is particularly quiet as well. The optional MyFord
Touch interface contributes to the premium vibe, as it adds a high-resolution touchscreen to the
center console, plus two additional screens for the gauge cluster. It isn't the most user-friendly
system, but it has been improved over the years and now works reasonably well especially
compared to the standard MyFord system. A welcome change for is the replacement of the
touch-sensitive audio and climate controls with physical buttons. Cargo space in the Explorer is
a mixed bag. The deep well left behind by the raised third row leaves a more useful cargo area
with all rows in place than anything in the segment, save the mechanically related Ford Flex. On
the other hand, its Interior cargo space should be enough for most families, though a few rivals
are roomier still. The Explorer's seating may be a bit disappointing for families as well.
Second-row comfort is adequate, but overall it's just not as roomy particularly for installing
rear-facing child safety seats as we'd hope for in a vehicle of this size. Third row space,
meanwhile, very much depends on the second-row design. If you get the standard fixed bench,
there is a dearth of third-row legroom, allowing only small children to fit comfortably. Opt for the
sliding second-row captain's chairs and move them up, however, and even larger adults will fit

in the aft-most row. Of course, the Explorer is reduced to six seatbelts in that configuration.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Explorer. View Photos. Write a
review See all 22 reviews. I NEED to post a review with the rest of the people that have
experienced this issue and Hopefully Ford will finally do a recall!! The same issue happened to
me this weekend when my family and I 5 people took a 4hr drive from New Hampshire to New
York City. About 2. I had to drift over the breakdown lane on the highway! Luckily it happened
where it did, there was a big enough breakdown lane, there are big stretches of the highway that
only have jersey barriers and NO breakdown lane. If that was the case a major accident could
have happened! So here we are stuck on the side of the highway Saturday with basically a
brand new SUV, calling AAA and finding a ford dealer that is open. Called about 6 of them and
finally found one that was opened past noon. Luckily they told me to tow it to them 45mins away
and they will bring it right in because they knew exactly what the issue was since there fixing a
lot of them. They said if they can't fix it right then we were pretty much screwed because all the
rental car places close at noon. So basically we would have to rent a hotel room and wait till
Monday! After waiting on the side of the highway for for AAA to tow the truck, we also needed
had a cab pick up my wife, daughter and boyfriend because the AAA truck can only carry 2
people. The cab came first and got them after an hour and my son and I waited the additional
2hrs for AAA, 3hrs waiting. While I was waiting I looked online to see what the issue is and read
everybody's review on the same experience happening to them and still NO recall. The dealer
ship was able to replace the part in 15 mins and get us on our way. This was at 5pm when we
should have been in NY by so the whole day was ruined. How do I know this won't happen
again? The same part was installed not the recall part! The 4hr drive back to New Hampshire
was the most stressful i think i have ever been not knowing if my truck will just shut down with
no notice on the highway with my family. This experience could have killed us or someone else.
Please tell every Ford Explorer owner you run in to.. Read more. Read less. I got my Ford
Explorer in mid August of last year. Today Saturday as I was driving home from errands on a
busy street, the Explorer started to shimmy, engine light came on and I was basically without
power. I "limped" home, called a tow truck and had it brought in to the dealership. It has 8, miles
on it and I haven't had it for a year yet and the thing crapped out on me!! I could have been
seriously injured or killed due to the vehicle dying on me and someone slamming in to me. The
service guy at the dealership told me that he's had a boatload of Explorers come in with the
same problem and that a recall should be coming soon. That tells me right there that Ford is
liable. I mean really Ford, you've known about this throttle body problem for a while now.
Someone is going to be killed or seriously hurt because of this defect. Is that what you're
waiting for?! Another Throttle Body Bites the Dust. Fortunately, I was travelling on back roads
with no traffic. Throttle has been repaired already, however, after reading about repeat failures
of the same, I am VERY concerned with when it might next fail. Come on Ford, [non-permissible
content removed] before I or some member of my family, or any other unfortunate Explorer
owner becomes a fatality. Throttle body died, keep away from this car. My explorer throttle body
just died today on a busy highway. Car speed dropped suddenly from 60 to 20 mph. It was so
dangerous. The car has only been driven for about 7, miles. Tolled to a dealer and was told
there are almost three weeks of backorder for the part. I guess there are a lot of cars that have
the same problem. No loaner car was given and I had to pay for my rental car. Write a review.
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Power Seat. Second Row Folding Seat. Other cars to consider. A standout compact crossover
with a midsizer's price tag. Read Motor Trend's First Drive review of the Ford Explorer, which
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